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1. If R is a ring and M is a (right) A'-module such that MR^O,

then M is said to be quasi-simple provided that

(Ql) the endomorphism (module endomorphism) ring of the quasi-

injective hull of M is a division ring,

(Q2) if N is a nonzero submodule of M then there is a nonzero

endomorphism / of M such that /(M) C N.

Any simple module is clearly quasi-simple, however a quasi-simple

module is not necessarily simple. For example, if R is a semiprime

ring with a uniform right ideal U such that the right singular ideal

of R is zero then the regular A'-module U is quasi-simple since the

endomorphism ring of its quasi-injective hull is a division ring [5, 1.7,

p. 263] and for any nonzero submodule N oi U there is xEN such

that O^acf/CJV. Let us say that a quasi-simple module is finite di-

mensional if its quasi-injective hull is a finite dimensional vector

space over its endomorphism ring. The main results in this paper are

the following: Let ¥ be a faithful quasi-simple A'-module for

some ring R and let M be the quasi-injective hull of M. Let D

= Hom/j(iif, M) and if N is a nonzero submodule of M then define

K(N) = Ylomn(N, N). Then for any nonzero submodule N of M,

K(N) is a right order in D, M=DN and if {7wt-}"=1 is a finite sequence

of Z?-linearly independent elements in M and if [y}"=1 is a finite se-

quence in M, then there exist rER, 0^&GHomfi(Af, M) such that

0^k\NEK(N) and mtr = kyi for all l^if$n. If, in addition, the

singular submodule of M is zero then, for any large right ideal B of R

one can choose rG-B and 0^i£HomR(M, M) such that 0^k\N

EK(N) and mir = kyt for all l^ijSw. In case the set {mi, m2, • • • ,

mn\ is a basis for M then r is a regular element. If R is a right Goldie

prime ring and U is a uniform right ideal then U is a finite dimen-

sional quasi-simple module. Conversely, if A* has a faithful finite

dimensional quasi-simple right module M then A3 is a right Goldie

prime ring, and M is isomorphic to a uniform right ideal of R. Hence

our theory above provides a new proof for Theorem 10 of [3, p. 603].

Let Dn be the nXn matrix ring representing r\omD(M, M) relative

to the basis {mi, m2, • ■ ■ , mn] and K(N)n be the nXn matrix ring

over K(N). Let R* be the subring of Dn which represents R as a ring

of linear transformations on M over D relative to the same basis.
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Then KiN)nr\R* is a right order in DH. We identify Dn and

HomD(Ji7, M). For each dED, let d be a matrix in Dn such that

md = dmi for all l^i^n. Let [7t(A)] = {dEDn\dEKiN)}. Then
[KiN)]r\R* is a right order in D, where S = { J£7>„| d£7>}. As one

can see easily our theory here is a generalization of the density the-

orem for simple modules (refer to [4] and [7]).

2.0. Let R be a ring and M be an P-module (by an P-module we

always mean a right P-module). We denote by M and M respectively

the injective hull and the quasi-injective hull of il7. If 5 and T are

nonempty subsets of M and R respectively, we define Sr— {r£P| Sr

= 0, Tr= {rER\ Tr = 0}, and Tl= {mEM\mT = 0}. If S = {s} and
T={t} are singleton sets, we let (s)r = Sr, (t)T=Tr, and (t)l = Tl. If

M is a quasi-simple P-module and A and B are ideals of M such that

MAB = 0 then either MA =0 or MB=Q. Otherwise, one can find a

nonzero/£HomB(Af, M) such that f(M)QMA and hence f(MB)

=fiM)BQMAB = 0. Since the kernel of/ is zero this implies that

MB =0 which is absurd. Therefore Afr is a prime ideal. We also note

here that any pair of nonzero submodules of M has a nonzero inter-

section since HomR(M, M) is a division ring.

2.1. Proposition. Let M be an R-module for some ring R and let

D = UomR(M, M). Then M = DM.

Proof .Clearly DMQM. Let A = Homfi(il7, M). Then by [2, 1,
p. 23], M=AM. If xEM, then x=2^A=\fi(mi) for some positive

integer n where/,£A and mtEM for all l^i^n. Let rf,-=/,-| m- Since

AJf7 = iif, d,£7>, so xEDM. Therefore MQDM.

2.2. Proposition. Let M be a quasi-simple R-module for a ring R.

Then, for any nonzero submodule N of M, N= M = DN where

D = WomR(M, M).

Proof. Since D is a division ring, M is an essential extension of N.

Therefore N = M. Let A = HomR(M, M). Then AiV=f by [2, 1,
p. 23], and hence DNQN. By (Q2), there is a nonzero dED such

that d(M)QN. Hence DdiM)QDNQN. However Dd = D, since D

is a division ring. Thus M = DM = DdiM)QDNQN. Since ACZM
always, this proves that M — N = DN.

2.3. Proposition. Lei M be a quasi-simple R-module for some ring

R. If N is any nonzero submodule of M, then Mr = NT.

Proof. By 2.2. M = N = DN, where 7? = Homfi(ill, M) is a division

ring. It follows immediately that Nr = iDN)r = Mr.
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2.4. Theorem. Let M be a quasi-simple R-module for some ring R

and let D = Homn(M, M). If N is a nonzero submodule of M and if

K(N)=HomR(N, N), then K(N) is a right order in D.

Proof. Let O^dED and let N(d) ={mEM\ d(m)EN). Then N(d)
is a nonzero submodule of M. Let Ni = N(~\N(d). Since A^i^O, there

is /^0 in Hom«(Af, M) such that f(M)QNi by (Q2). Hence

df(M)Cd(Ni)Q N and df\ NEK(N). This proves that A^(A^) is a right
order in D.

2.5. Proposition. Let M be a quasi-simple R-module for some ring

R and let Z> = Honiis(M, M). If {xj}"=1 is a finite subset of M and

yEM, then y is a D-linear combination of  {xi}"=1 if and only if

0U(Xiyc(yy.

Proof. If y is a .D-linear combination of Xi, • • • , xn, then clearly

fi?.! (xi)rC(yy. Now, by [5, 2.2, p. 263], (Dxi+Dx2 + ■ ■ ■ +Dxn)'1

= Dxi+Dx2-\-\-Dxn. If n?_i (xiYQ (yy then (Dxi+Dx2-\-\-DxnY
= n?=i(x,)rC(y)r     and      yE(y)T'Q(Dxi+Dxi + ■ ■ ■ +Dxnyb = Dxi

+Dx2+ • • • +Dxn.

2.6. Theorem. Let R be a ring and M be a quasi-simple R-module.

Let D = Hom«(.M", M) and let K(N) = Homji(Ar, N) where N is a non-

zero submodule of M. If {x,}"=1 is a finite D-linearly independent sub-

set of M and {yi}"„i is a sequence in M then there is rER and

O^&GHom^Af, M) such that k\NEK(N) and x{r = kyi for all
l^i^n.

Proof. Define I,- = n"-i;4*i (x/)T- The XjIj^O for any 1 ̂ j^n. For,

if Xjlj = 0 for some j, then XjE^'i-i-i^j Dx{ by 2.5. and the set

{xi}"=1 would not be linearly independent. Hence XjIjC\N is a non-

zero submodule of M. By (Q2), there is a nonzero //GHonifl(Af, M)

such that fj(M)CXjIjr\N. Hence fj(yi)ExjIjC\N, and 0^/,-|w

EKr(N). Thus, if y.,-^0, there exists ajEIj such that Xyay=/j-y,^0.

Without loss of generality, we may assume that yj^O for l^j^m

and y3 = 0 for m <j^n. Then (f]falfjyjR)r^N is a nonzero submodule

of N. Hence there is O^&oGHom^Af, M) such that k0(M)

£(D™ \fjyjR)C\N and k0yj=f,jy,i-j^Q for some rjER, i^j^m, also

k0\NEK(N) since k0(N)QN. Now we let r=£Xi <*>?-<. Then

x{r = k0yi for all 1 ̂  i ^ n.

2.7. Proposition. Let M be a quasi-simple R-module for some ring

R. If the singular submodule of M is zero, then M is a quasi-simple B-

module for any large right ideal B of R.
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Proof. Let/£HomB(Ar, M) for a submodule N of M. Suppose

f(mr0) — f(m)ro7£0 lor some mENand r0ER- Let A = {a£P| r0a£P}.

Since B is a large right ideal, so is A. Let G = ACS\B. Then G is also

a large right ideal of P and (f(mr0) —f(m)ro)g=f(mro)g—f(m)r0g

=f(?nrog)—f(mrog)=0 for any gEG. Since the singular submodule

of JI7 is zero, this implies that/(wr0) —f(m)r0 = 0, a contradiction. Thus

/£Homfl(iV, M) and HomR(N, M)QHomB(N, M)QHomR(N, M).

Therefore HomitiN, M) =HomB(N, M). Likewise, since the singular

submodule of M is zero, HomR(M, M) = HomB(M, M). Now if

N is a nonzero P-submodule of M, then NBQN and NB^O. Since

NB is a nonzero P-submodule of M, there is 0^/£Homfl(Af, M)

= HomB(M, M) such that f(M)QNBCN. This proves that M is a

quasi-simple P-module.

2.8. Corollary. If the singular submodule of M in 2.6. is zero then,

for any large right ideal B  of  R,  one can choose bEB  and O^k

£Homij(Jl7, M) such that k\nEK(N) and Xib = kyifor all l^tfSw.

Proof. This is a direct consequence of 2.6. and 2.7.

2.9. Theorem. Let Rbe a ring and M be a faithful finite dimensional

quasi-simple R-module. Then every large right ideal B of R contains a

regular element.

Proof. Let M? be the singular submodule of M. We will show that

MB = 0. Suppose that Mf^O, then by 2.2 M = DM? where D

= Honiij(i7, M). Since M is finite dimensional, there exists a finite

basis {mx, m2, • • • , mn\ in M? such that M= 2~2?=iDmi. It would

follow that J7r = n"_i (m,)r^0 contradicting the faithfulness of M.

Now, let {xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xn} be a basis for M, where Xi can be chosen

from M by 2.2. Then by 2.8, there are bEB and 0^&£HomB(M, 717)

such that Xib = kxi for all l^i^n. Since \kx\, kx2, ■ • • , kxn] is also

a basis of J17, b must be a regular element.

3.0. Proposition. If R is a prime right Goldie ring, then there is a

faithful finite dimensional quasi-simple R-module M.

Proof. Take M to be any uniform right ideal of P. Then the regu-

lar P-module M is a faithful quasi-simple P-module as was proven in

§1. It is well known that if mEM then (m)T is a closed right

ideal. Suppose that M were not finite dimensional over D, where

D = WomR(M, M), and that {mx, m2, • ■ ■ } were an infinite P-inde-

pendent set in M. Since any right Goldie ring satisfies the descending

chain condition on closed right ideal (see for example [5, 3, p. 264]),

the sequence (mi)rZ^(mi)Tr\(m2)rZi) ■ ■ • , would terminate at finite
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number of places, sayf)?-i (*»i)r = fT-i (?»,-)'. Thus, (?reB+i)OlT..i («;)'

and mn+\EDmi-\rDm2-\- • • • -\-Dmn by 2.5, a contradiction. There-

fore M is finite dimensional.

If R is a prime ring with zero singular ideal and if P contains a uni-

form right ideal then the injective hull R of the regular P-module P

is a prime regular ring with a minimal right ideal (refer to [6, 2.7 and

3.1]). Furthermore, if aER such that (a)r = 0 then there is x£P such

that xa = \. We use these facts to prove the following theorem.

3.1. Theorem. Let R be a ring and M be an n-dimensional faithful

quasi-simple R-module for some positive integer n. Let D = Hom^M", M)

and £ = rlomoiM, M). Then the injective hull R of the regular R-module

R is isomorphic (ring) to £.

Proof. First we note that by 2.0, Jl7r = 0 is a prime ideal of P, so R

is a prime ring. According to 2.9, the singular ideal of R is zero. Let

m be a nonzero element of M. Then there exists a nonzero right ideal

UinR such that (m)rr\ U = 0. Since every pair of nonzero submodules

of il7 has a nonzero intersection, U must be a uniform right ideal of

P. Thus R is a prime regular ring with a minimal right ideal. Let 5 be

an arbitrary nonzero ideal in R. Then SC\R is a nonzero ideal in R

and it is a large right ideal of P. Hence, by 2.9, SC^R contains a regu-

lar element, say a. Therefore, there is x£P such that 1 =xaExS^S.

Thus S = R. This means that R is a simple ring with a minimal right

ideal. Since 1£P, P is a simple artinian ring, and is isomorphic to

the ring of all linear transformations of a finite dimensional vector

space. Any a£P such that either ax = \ or xa= 1 for some x£P is a

unit. Hence in particular any regular element of P is a unit in R.

Since if qER then the right ideal (R:q)= {r£P|gr£P} is large, by

2.9 there is a regular element aE(R'q) such that qa = bER- Therefore

q = ba~l and P is a right order in P. Hence R is isomorphic to a sub-

ring of £ and M is a faithful P-module. Since every P-module is

injective (see [l, 4.2, p. ll]) and M is a uniform P-module, M has no

proper nonzero submodules. Note that Honis(Aif, M) = HomR(M, M).

Thus M is an w-dimensional P-module and P=£.

3.2. Theorem. A ring R has a faithful finite dimensional quasi-

simple right module if and only if R is a right Goldie prime ring. When

the conditions hold, a faithful right R-module M is finite dimensional

and quasi-simple if and only if it is isomorphic to a uniform right ideal

ofR.

Proof. It is clear that every Goldie prime ring has a uniform right

ideal which is a faithful finite dimensional quasi-simple right module.
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Now we assume that R has a faithful finite dimensional quasi-simple

right module, say M. Let D = riomR(M, M) and £ = HomD(M, M).

By the proof of 3.1, £ is a simple artinian ring and A is a right order

in £. Hence A is a right Goldie prime ring. Moreover, since M has no

proper nonzero submodule, M£ is isomorphic to a minimal right ideal

of £. Identify M with that right ideal. Since R is large in £r,

Mf^R^O, and since M(~\RCM, we see that MC\R is a uniform right

ideal of R. Finally, by the definition of quasi-simplicity, there is a

nonzero fED such that f(M)CMC\R. Since all elements of D are

monomorphisms, the right ideal f(M) is the required isomorphic copy

of M.

3.3. Lemma. Let D be a division ring and K be a right order in D.

Then the nXn matrix ring Kn over K is a right order in Dn where Dn is

the nXn matrix ring over D and, for any nonsingular matrix (ka)EKn,

there exists a scalar matrix k which is determined by some kEK and a

matrix (k'^EKn such that (kij)~l = (kk'i))~1.

Proof. See [8, p. 114].

3.4. Theorem. Let R be a ring and M be an n-dimensional faithful

quasi-simple R-module for some positive integer n. Let D = Womu(M, M)

and K(N) = Homfl(A7, N), where N is a nonzero submodule of M. Let

R* be the subring of Dn which represents R as a ring of linear transfor-

mations on M over D relative to the basis on which Dn represents

HomD(I, M). Then K(N)nC\R* is a right order in Dn and [K(N) ]C\R*

is a right order in D where [A/A7)], D are the rings of scalar matrices

over K(N) and D respectively.

Proof. By 2.2, M = DN. Let {mi, m2, ■ • • , mn\ CN be a basis of

M on which Dn represents £ = HomD(M, M). If qEDn then

q=(kij)k-1 for some (k{j)EK(N)n and k~E[K(N)] by 3.2. By 3.1,
q = rir%x for some n, r2ER*- Since k~lr2 is regular, the set {mikrhi,

m2k~1r2, ■ ■ ■ , mnk~1r2\ is linearly independent. Hence by 2.6 there

exist rER* and 0^^oGHomfl(Af, M) such that Wi^_V2r = fe0w,- = w,-^o

for all 1 ^i^n and k0\NEK(N). This means that k~xr2r = k~o and

r2r = kk0E[K(N)]r\R*. Now nr= (kij)k-1r2r = (kij)k0EK(N)nr\R*.

Thereiore q = (kij)k~l = (k^kok^k-^ (nr)(r2r)~l and K(N)nC\R* is a

right order in Dn. To see that [K(N)]H\R* is a right order in D, let

dED. Then d= (k^k'1 for some (kij)EK(N)nr\R* and kE [K(N)\
C\R* by the above argument. Therefore dk = (kij). Now nttdk

= rrii(kij), for all l^i^n, so

ktj = dk    if i = j,

= 0      otherwise.
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This means that (ktj) £ [K(N) ](~\R* and [KiN) ]C\R* is a right order

in D.

The authors wish to thank the referee for many helpful comments.

In particular, Theorem 3.2 is suggested by the referee.
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